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Cover Story
Saturday 24th October saw IDSME stage a model railway show in the
Ickenham Village Hall. Organised by members of the model railway
group, it was a great success. Altogether there were seven model
railway layouts operating. These included both club layouts and those
belonging to individual members. In addition there was a portable track
operating outside the hall, in the location that we normally use during
the Ickenham Festival Community Evening in December. Although
organised by the model railway group, the show was widely supported
by other members of the society. More than thirty members were seen
at various times throughout the day, undertaking many activities
ranging from operating the layouts and portable track through to
staffing the entrance desk and also the buffet for the sale of
refreshments.
Total income from admissions to the show as well as refreshments and
the portable track exceeded £650 and once expenses, principally hire of
the hall, had been deducted a very healthy contribution to club funds
had been achieved. Thoughts are already turning to another show,
possibly in two years’ time.
Over the next few pages are some more photos of the exhibition.
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Hayning Island is an EM gauge layout being built by Tom Haynes. It is
based on the terminus of the Hayling Island branch.
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Trewithick is an EM gauge layout built by Graeme Vickery. It is a
model of a fictitious GWR branch line terminus in Cornwall. Graeme’s
latest project is a model of Marlow station, the terminus of the branch
line from Bourne End. He has been making regular progress reports on
IDSME’s electronic message board.
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Swakeleys is the
club’s OO gauge
portable layout. It
depicts a generic
branch line
terminus, allowing
members to run any
trains they like. A
fuller description of
this layout
appeared in Ashpan
No 61, which can be
downloaded from
the IDSME website.
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New Brushford depicts a small modern day diesel depot.
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Kings End was exhibited by Derek Smith and is immediately
recognisable as being a typical Hornby Dublo train set. It proved to be
particularly popular with our younger visitors, perhaps because of the
almost continuous movement and bright colours.
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Ballysylly is a
OOn3 gauge layout,
depicting a small
passing station on
a narrow gauge
railway somewhere
in the Isle of Man.
It was exhibited by
Simon Hamlin,
and a fuller
description of the
layout appeared in
Ashpans 65 & 66,
which can both be
downloaded from
the IDSME website.
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Schwungischer Platz is an N gauge layout that
is based on modern German railway practice.
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A model engineering display was organised by Malcolm Parsons to
show that IDSME does far more than just model railways. Outside the
portable track operation was helping to draw in visitors.
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Chairman's Chat
Well - despite the dire warnings - I think I’ve
survived my first three months as
Chairman of this revered society. I can’t
however let this first contribution to
Ashpan go without once more placing on
record our thanks to Mel Fuller for his
service to the club as past Chairman (a
number of times). As you will have
probably noticed Mel has slipped
comfortably into his new position as a
‘backbencher’ but still provides a steady
guiding influence.

Many of you will be reading this as we settle ourselves in the
clubhouse for what has become another IDSME tradition, the
Christmas Slide Show. This is one of the many club traditions that I
am keen to ensure we continue despite the potential for many of us to
suffer the ritual humiliation that will likely be wrought by the
mystical Sir Cyril.

We have had a great opening to this IDSME year with the fantastic
Model Railway Show put on by the Model Railway Group. The event
was supported by a very large proportion of the membership and it
was great to see so many differing facets of the club coming together.
The winter programme is also obviously in capable hands as
witnessed by the improved attendances and an excellent spread of
interests being catered for. I know many members find it increasingly
difficult to travel out on the winter evenings but if you can make it
please do come along. I’m sure there are other members always
willing to give a lift so don’t be too shy to ask if you see a programme
item that you would like to attend.

Other developments and work include the ongoing construction of the
workshop storage extension (no, contrary to popular belief, it’s not a
nuclear shelter). The re-covering of the 00 Room roof has now been
completed externally, and we just now need to deal with the damaged
ceiling inside. There is ongoing work on the Signal Box. I understand
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vvvvvvvvvvvvvvv

Seasons
Greetings
to all
Ashpan
Readers

the steps are being rebuilt and plans are afoot to complete the repair to
the panel next to the door. Rumour has it that there may soon be a
completed boiler for ‘Speedy’ – this being subject to world supplies of
silver solder holding out and assuming the LPG pipelines are not
blockaded.
If I can encourage anything over the coming months it will be to
increase the usage of this great facility that we have. There are a
number of younger members who would appreciate the opportunity to
learn additional skills, be that driving locomotives or operating
machinery so let’s see if we can increase our activities outside the
current running days and working parties. Watch out for any dates on
the message board that might be published either as impromptu
maintenance days or ‘steaming days’.

With one exception I have not mentioned names above – but thanks to
all who contribute to IDSME in so many ways – Best wishes for the
festive season as we look forward to more club activities next year.

Bob Proudfoot
Hon. Chairman
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President's Charity Cheque Presentation
The October Running Day saw society President Geoff Higgs present a
cheque for £950 to Jenny Drake of the Paediatric Occupational Therapy
Unit at Hillingdon Hospital. This is the President’s chosen charity, Geoff
having chosen to continue supporting the organisation chosen by his
predecessor as President. An article appeared in the last edition of Ashpan
showing some of the things they spend our donations on.
Pictured is Jenny Drake
(centre) receiving the
cheque from Geoff Higgs
(left) while looking on is
secretary, David Sexton,
Chairman Bob Proudfoot
and Val Fitch, who has
done so much to raise
money for our donations
through the operation of
her sales stall on
running days.
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Ashpan Notebook

AGM Changes
At the AGM last September there were a number of changes to the
committee. Mel Fuller stepped down as chairman for a well earned rest.
Bob Proudfoot moved from the committee member post to become
Chairman in Mel’s place, and Peter Cathcart moved from the Vice
Chairman’s position to become the committee member. John Wilcox
joined the committee as the new Vice Chairman. The full committee for
the 2015/16 year is: Chairman: Bob Proudfoot, Vice Chairman: John
Wilcox, President: Geoff Higgs, Secretary: David Sexton, Treasurer:
Graham Findlater, Public Relations Officer: Phil Wimbush & Committee
Member: Peter Cathcart.
Following the election of officers Mel Fuller was proposed for honourary
membership of the society, in view of his long service as chairman (22
years in the last 29). Honourary membership has long been regarded as
the highest honour the society can bestow. This proposal was carried
unanimously.
Subscription rates for the 2016/17 year were also set, and these are
unchanged from the current year at £30 for full members and £6 for
junior members. These subscriptions will fall due from 1st April 2016.

Exhibitions
IDSME will be attending the London Model Engineering Exhibition at
Alexandra Palace from Friday 15th to Sunday 17th January 2016.
Organising the club stand has been undertaken by Mel Fuller, but after
several years in the role of exhibition manager he is standing down after
this exhibition. At this stage the next show looks like being the Model
Engineer Exhibition. It might be recalled that this exhibition was
postponed while the organisers made changes. We have now learned
that the next Model Engineer Exhibition will be held from the 16th to
18th September 2016 and it will take place at a new venue, the
Brooklands museum near Weybridge in Surrey.

Winter Programme
The winter programme, organised by Tom Haynes and Graeme Vickery
has so far been a great success. Although the second half of the winter
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programme appeared in the last issue of Ashpan, there have been some
changes forced on the organisers. The latest version can be found on the
rear cover, but for really up to date information see the IDSME website
at http://www.idsme.co.uk/IDSME/IDSMEWinterProgramme.shtml

Ashpan 108 & 109
Thank you to those who have submitted contributions for inclusion in
this issue of Ashpan. The Spring issue of Ashpan, number 109, is due to
be published in time for the April running day and so any contributions
should be with the editor by the beginning of March. The editor's contact
details can be found on the inside front cover.

Progress Report
During the last few months the leaking model railway room roof has
been dealt with. Meanwhile work is progressing on the covered area to
the rear of the workshop. Photos of both projects are below and opposite.
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TheWidest Narrow Gauge
Part One

By Patrick Rollin

There are many narrow gauge passenger carrying railways throughout
the country, and no doubt IDSME members are familiar with many of
them. Narrow gauge of course is defined as any track gauge less than
standard gauge, which is 4 feet 8½ inches (unless you are a 19th
Century Great Western man, in which case it is any gauge less than
7 feet 0¼ inches).
Many different narrow gauges are in use in this country, but the widest
is to be found in Glasgow, where the Glasgow Subway uses a gauge of
4 feet 0 inches.
Glasgow is the largest city in Scotland and much of its growth occurred
with industrialisation in the 19th Century. Despite its large population
it remained a very compact city, with many residents living close to
their place of work. By the late 1880s traffic congestion had become a
severe problem. Trams could only average 5 or 6 miles per hour.
Following on from the success of underground railways in London a Bill
was promoted in 1887 for an underground cable hauled railway
2¾ miles long from St Enoch Square. To save costs the line was to
consist of a single 12 foot diameter tunnel with two interlaced tracks
within. At stations the two tracks separated and passed around either
side of an island platform. Stations were to be equidistant and about
700 yards apart. The cable that was to provide haulage formed a
complete loop and trains were to be permanently attached to it at 1400
yard intervals. When all trains were ready to start the cable would be
wound 700 yards causing all trains to move up one station.
This Bill was approved by the House of Lords but rejected by the House
of Commons.
The following year another Bill was put forward, this time proposing a
twin tunnel circular railway about 6½ miles in length. This was
vigorously opposed by a number of interested parties, particularly the
Clyde trustees who believed that tunnels under the Clyde might
prevent them from subsequently deepening the river by dredging.
Parliament eventually rejected the Bill.
In 1889 an entirely separate venture succeeded in obtaining an Act of
Parliament for three tunnels under the Clyde to link the north and
south banks about mile downstream from the last bridge across the
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river. Two of the tunnels were for horse drawn vehicles, presumably one
tunnel for each direction, and the third tunnel was for pedestrians.
Using the 1889 act as a precedent for tunnels under the Clyde, the
promoters of the Subway submitted a third Bill to Parliament in 1890.
This was very similar to the 1888 proposal. This time the promoters
were successful in obtaining an Act. Among the provisions of the
Glasgow District Subway Act was the requirement to use standard
gauge track, and a prohibition on the usage of steam locomotives.
The authorised route was for twin single track tunnels running in a
complete circle and being of a length of 11,527 yards. The accompanying
map shows the areas served by the railway. The Act allowed the
Glasgow District Subway Company wayleave below the streets which
the railway largely followed. Wayleave was not granted where the line
passed beneath other properties and in all such cases the existing
owners insisted that the Subway purchase the properties outright.
Some ninety such transactions were required to build the line.
There were to be fifteen stations, eight located to the north of the River
Clyde and seven to the south. Each station consisted of an island
platform located in a concrete station chamber about 28 feet wide, with
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a concrete arched roof. Some of the stations had glazed roofs for at least
part of their length. Each platform was accessed by a staircase at one
end which led to street level.
One of the early decisions the Subway Company had to make was the
choice of motive power. This choice would determine the severity of
gradients that could be built. After some consideration, including a fact
finding trip to America, the company decided upon cable haulage. The
other principal contender, electric locomotive haulage, was rejected
despite the technically very similar City & South London Railway being
about to open with electric haulage. Interestingly the CSLR had also
originally intended to use cable haulage, only to change its mind at a
late stage during construction. One legacy of this late change was a
particularly fearsome gradient of 1 in 14 on a sharp curve approaching
the line’s terminus at King William Street. This regularly defeated the
electric locomotives of up trains.
The steeper gradients permitted by cable haulage allowed considerable
economies to be made in construction. In particular being able to climb
more steeply away from the low points of the two River Clyde crossings
meant that the station platforms either side of these crossings would be
close enough to street level for staircases to suffice as the only access,
obviating the need and expense of providing lifts.
Construction of the line began at a number of locations along the route
in 1891, often commencing with the construction of a station chamber
from which the tunnel headings were dug. There were a variety of
different materials through which the tunnels had to be built, ranging
from shale and sandstone with occasional deposits of clay north of the
river to alluvial deposits such as sand and mud to the south. Different
tunnelling methods were adopted according to the conditions
encountered. Some sections, particularly the under river stretches were
built under compressed air, while cut and cover was adopted on some
stretches south of the river.
Different sections of line were in the hands of different contractors,
including the little known firm of Robert McAlpine & Sons, embarking
on its very first tunnelling contract. Many challenges had to be
overcome during construction. For example work began at St Enoch
Square in March 1891. The site of the station chamber was excavated
down to track level, some 31 feet below street level. Water was
encountered at a depth of only 15 feet and progress thereafter was very
slow. It took over seven months to complete the station chamber, and
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only then could work start on the tunnels. Short headings were
constructed at each end and then tunnelling shields were erected
within. After the shields had extended the headings a further short
distance airlocks were erected in the tunnel mouths. This allowed
tunnel construction to continue under compressed air, which greatly
reduced the ingress of water into the works, in turn allowing more rapid
progress to be made.
Even so it was September 1893 before the tunnels south from St Enoch
reached the River Clyde and over the following five month the inner
circle tunnel progressed only 80 feet beneath river. During this time the
compressed air in the workings had blown out through the river bed on
no less than ten occasions. Eventually the contractor for this section
gave up his contract, and responsibility for this section passed to the
contractor working on the western under river crossing. He made some
changes to the operation, including the practice of varying the air
pressure in the workings according to the state of the tide, and in
consequence the outer circle tunnel was carried completely across the
river in only 3½ months.
McAlpines were responsible for the stretch from Buchanan Street to
St. Georges Cross. This was mainly built through sandstone. One
particular difficulty was the construction of Cowcaddens station
chamber. This is located below a busy street, which at the time had
tram tracks along its length that had to be kept open throughout the
work. There was also a large water main and a sewer beneath the road
to further complicate matters.
The cost and time for construction was underestimated and so the
company had to submit a new Bill to Parliament in 1894, seeking
authority to raise additional capital, as well as an extension of time to
complete the works. Certain other clauses also granted to the company
compulsory purchase powers to obtain the land required for the car
sheds and the power station. Finally the clause in the 1890 Act
specifying a track gauge of 4 feet 8½ inches was replaced with one
requiring a track gauge of not less than 3 feet 6 inches. The Glasgow
District Subway (Further Powers) Act received Royal Assent on 17th
August 1894.
Freed from the use of standard gauge, the company chose the
uncommon gauge of 4 ft 0 in. Track consisted of 60lb per yard rail
spiked directly to creosoted softwood sleepers. The sleepers rested on a
bed of whinstone ballast with finer material above this up to the top of
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the sleepers. The other
principal feature of the track
was the installation of some
1,700 cable sheaves. These
were to carry the cable that
was used for haulage. On
straight track these were
placed in the centre of the
track at 30 foot intervals
and were mounted such that
they rotated round a
horizontal axis with the
cable resting on top. On
curves they were spaced
more closely and were
mounted on an inclined axis.
They were also offset from
the centre of the track
towards the inside of the
curve. This was to prevent
the cable gripper on passing
trains from striking the
sheaves.
Each cable, one for each
direction, was a complete
loop and they were driven
from a power station located
on Scotland Street, between
West Street and Shields
Road stations. At this point
the tunnels were at their
shallowest and were also
dead straight for some
distance in either direction.
The site also enjoyed rail
access from the Glasgow to
Paisley railway. Coal for the
power station would be
delivered in this way.
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At the southern end of the site a boiler house was erected, containing
eight Lancashire boilers fitted with mechanical stokers. Initially five
would be required at any one time to supply the engines, but in 1904
Green’s Economisers were fitted which meant only four would be
needed at any one time. Smoke from the boilers was fed to a 180 foot
tall chimney. A water tank capable of holding 125,000 gallons was also
provided above the coal store for use in the event that the public water
supply failed.
Steam was produced at 100 psi and this was fed to the engine house
located to the north of the boiler house. The engine house was divided
into two adjacent bays, each 134 feet by 50 feet. The western bay
contained the machinery for the inner circle cable, with the eastern bay
containing that for the outer circle.
The two steam engines each had a single steam jacketed horizontal
cylinder of 42 inches diameter and 6 foot stroke. Each engine drove a 50
ton 25 foot diameter fly wheel mounted on the ends of a common drive
shaft that passed across the width of the engine house. This was driven
at 55 rpm, which equated to a main haulage cable speed of 15 mph. The

Above: A general view of the Boiler House
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drive shaft was divided in the middle where a coupling meant that
either engine could power both cables or each engine could power one
cable. Also located at the division was a small steam engine, known as
the barring engine, capable of driving each half of the main shaft at low
speed, to cope with the scenario of one of the main engines stopping at
top dead centre. It was also used to allow low speed movement of the
main haulage cable for inspection purposes.
On each half of the main drive shaft was a free running 13 ft 9in
diameter, 26 groove rope drum. Power from the shaft was transmitted
to the drum by means of a multi plate friction clutch. This allowed the
drum and thus the cable in the running tunnels to be stopped without
stopping the engines. The rope drum drove two further 25 ft diameter
rope drums located on their own shafts north of the main drive shaft.
One rope drum shaft was 18 feet north of the other. 15 cotton ropes
drove the first drum and eleven the second. Located on the same shafts
as the 25 ft rope drums were 14 foot drums with six grooves. The main
haulage cable passed around these two drums in a series of half wraps
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Above: A general view of the Engine House
Below: One of the main engines
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and it was these drums that imparted the drive to the cable. The two
shafts were kept at the right distance apart by a substantial strut as
the haulage cable would tend to try and pull the shafts together. This
same effect also accounts for the reason why the two rope drums were
driven by an unequal number of ropes.
From the engine house the haulage cable passed into the tension run.
This was a room 190 feet long. The cable passed over a pulley mounted
on a four wheel truck. The cable returned in the direction of the engine
house as far as another, fixed, pulley. This turned the cable down into a
culvert beneath the tension run which carried it down to the tracks
below Scotland Street. Further pulleys directed the cable beneath the
running rail before turning it along the track. The incoming cable from
the track passed through the same culvert running directly to the
engine house.
The pulley on the four wheel truck moved backwards and forwards
using a system of levers and weights, taking up any slack and
maintaining tension in the cable due to variations in length of the cable
caused by temperature or age; the cable tends to stretch as it ages.
The train haulage cables were 1½ inches in diameter and were supplied
in lengths of 67/8 miles. Each cable weighed 57 tons and was delivered
by rail to the power station. In order to install the cable on each circle a
pull rope had be positioned first. This was 6¾ mile long and was coiled
up equally on two drums. Each drum was placed on a separate wagon
and both wagons were taken to the point on the line furthest from the
power station. The rope stretching between the two drums was fastened
to the track and the two wagons were returned to the power station in
opposite directions, paying out the rope as they went. Once in position
the rope was used to pull the haulage cable into position. The two ends
of the haulage cable were then joined by a single splice to form a
continuous loop. On subsequent occasions when a cable was to be
replaced it would be split at the splice and the new cable would be
spliced to the old, which would then be used to haul the new cable into
position. When the splice had completed its journey round the line, the
old cable was detached and the two ends of the new cable spliced
together. This was an operation that took about five hours.
As an aside distances along the cable were measured in minutes, with
the location of the splice being the reference point. So for example some
damage to the cable, such as a kink, might be said to be 1½ minutes
after the splice, meaning that a stationary observer, say at one of the
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Above: The rope drums, friction clutches and the barring engine

Below: The rope drive
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Above:
The cable
driving
drums.

Left:
The

Tension
Run
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stations, would see the damaged section pass them 1½ minutes after
the splice had passed them.
The engine house also housed four 79 KW dynamos driven by a small
steam engine. These supplied all the electrical needs of the subway,
including station and train lighting. Four main electric feeders ran from
the power station via the inner circle tunnel to Buchanan Street,
Kelvinbridge, Hillhead and the Car Sheds. Other stations obtained
their supplies via subsidiary cables either direct from the Power Station
or one of the above named locations.
Finally a steam driven air compressor in the power station provided
compressed air at 100 psi to an air receiver located at West Street
station.
The car sheds were built near Govan Cross station on land between
Broomloan Road (from which the depot took its name) and the Govan
terminus of the Glasgow & Paisley Joint railway. Perhaps the most
unusual feature of the whole subway was the fact that the car sheds
were not connected with the running lines at all. Instead the car sheds
were located directly above the tunnels and a pit, 55 feet long by 28 feet
wide in the car shed floor extended down to tunnel track level. This
allowed trains to be craned on and off the railway into the car sheds,
one car at a time. Once a car had been lifted from the pit, the overhead
crane traversed westward to drop the car onto one of six parallel tracks
in the car shed. There were no points in the depot, indeed there were no
points anywhere on the subway.
The overhead crane was powered by a horizontal steam engine adjacent
to the pit. This was supplied with steam from a Lancashire boiler and
was connected to the crane by means of a series of belts and rotating
shafts. The crane had a swivelling hook upon which was suspended a
rectangular lifting frame. From each corner of the frame chains
descended to hooks which were attached to lifting points on either side
of the bogies of the car to be lifted. The swivelling hook permitted the
car, while suspended from the crane, to be rotated to face the correct
direction depending on whether it was to be used on the inner or outer
circle.
Cars were moved along the car shed tracks by rope haulage, making use
of powered capstans at various locations throughout the depot.
Thirty bogie coaches were ordered from the Oldbury Railway Carriage
& Wagon Company. Twenty of the thirty cars ordered were delivered in
time for the first day of public service on the line, with the rest arriving
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in time for the second day of public service.
They were just over forty feet long with a steel trussed underframe and
wooden body. They were laid out with a vestibule at each end, and a 32
foot long saloon in between equipped with longitudinal seating. The
saloon was separated from the vestibule by sliding doors, while access
from vestibule to platform was via a doorway on the right hand side of
the train, in the direction of travel, which could be closed off by
collapsible trellis gates. There was no doorway on the opposite side of
the train as all stations had island platforms meaning that the platform
would always be on the right hand side of the train in the direction of
travel. This was why it was necessary for the crane in the depot to be
able to turn the trains as well as lift them so that they were always
facing the right way.
Car lighting was electric. This was supplied to the train by means of
two trolley wheels mounted on the non-platform side of the train. These
ran along two conductor rails mounted along the tunnel wall at about
window height. These were always known as T-irons on account of their
profile. The voltage on the T-irons was 230 V and current was supplied
from the power station at Scotland Street.
The leading vestibule contained the driver’s controls. From this was
controlled the gripper mechanism that propelled the train. This was
mounted on the leading bogie, which had been specially strengthened to
cope with transmitting the traction forces to the train. The gripper
mechanism
consisted of
a lower
fixed die
and a
moving
upper die.
When the
train was
stationary
the upper
die was
released
and the
cable
passed
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freely
through
the lower
die. To
move off
the upper
die was
screwed
down to
grip the
cable
between it
and the
lower die.
At the
point
where the
cable leaves the tunnel to enter the power station it was necessary for it
to be ejected from the grip mechanism entirely. This was done by a lever
that operated a spring which ejected the cable out of the open side of the
grip mechanism. After returning to the tunnel, the pulleys on the track
automatically arranged for the cable to be positioned correctly to re-
enter the grip mechanism.
On the inner circle the cable going to the power station left the tunnel
to the right in the direction of travel while on the outer circle it left the
tunnel to the left. Consequently the gripper mechanism on the trains
had to be correctly handed such that the open side of the gripper
mechanism, through which the cable was ejected, was on the same side
that the cable would leave the tunnel. This meant that gripper cars
were confined to one circle or the other, but could not be used on both. It
was arranged that odd numbered cars were used on the inner circle and
even numbered cars on the outer.
The trains were equipped with hand brakes and air brakes. The latter
were required by the 1889 Regulation of Railways Act, which specified
that automatic brakes should be fitted, but in normal operation only the
hand brakes were used. This was because the trains had no air
compressors fitted. Instead each car had two air reservoirs with a
combined capacity of about 10 cubic feet. Each time the train arrived at
West Street station the air reservoirs were recharged to 70 psi from the
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compressed air receiver at the station which was fed from the power
station compressor. Although it was reckoned that there would be
sufficient air in the system to stop the train up to 40 times i.e. more
than two circuits could be completed using the air brake to stop at each
station, the air brake was viewed as being for emergency use only. In
theory it would never be necessary for a train to stop between stations
as the signalling prevented any train from leaving a station until the
preceding train had left the station ahead.
The signalling was installed by Saxby & Farmer. Electrically lit
semaphore station starting signals were provided at the end of each
platform, and these could only be lowered when the block instrument
for the section ahead was showing ‘Line Clear’. These block instruments
were operated automatically by the passing trains. A train departing a
station would pass over a treadle on the track that changed the block
instrument at that station from ‘Line Clear’ to ‘Line Blocked’, while at
the same time changing the block instrument at the previous station
from ‘Line Blocked’ back to ‘Line Clear’. This allowed the station master
there to clear his signal to allow the following train to proceed towards
the station the first train had just left.
More comprehensive signalling arrangements were in force between
Govan Cross and Copland Road due the presence of the Car Shed pit, at
which point trains could be removed or added to the system.

The line opened to the public for the first time on Monday 14th
December 1896. With a flat fare of 1d irrespective of the distance
travelled, there were already queues of workmen outside before the
stations even opened. The flat fare meant the company did not issue
tickets as once the passenger had paid to enter the system no record
was required of where they were travelling from or to. In the first four
hours more than 1,400 people had entered the system and many of
these had travelled right around the circle to the station they had
started at, only to travel back the other way since once on the system
they did not have to show any tickets.
Despite the crowds, things went well until about 3pm, when a train on
the outer circle, lost its grip on the cable. This meant all trains on the
outer circle had to stop, and the delay was extended when the
passengers on the stalled train took it upon themselves to decamp and
walk through the tunnel to the next station. The interruption to the
outer circle service caused increased overcrowding on the inner circle
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trains. The overcrowding led to some ugly scenes during the afternoon
owing to very long waits on platforms caused because of an inability to
board already packed trains. At one point a conductor on one of the
trains, having opened the gates on the train to allow passengers on and
off was overwhelmed by passengers and was pushed between the train
and the platform resulting in an injury that required him to be taken to
the Royal Infirmary.
The final problem of the day was also the most serious. Shortly after
10:55pm Car 15, running on the inner circle, came to a stand between
Bridge St and St. Enoch stations for unspecified reasons. Owing to a
subsequent mistaken belief by the station masters involved that the
signalling system had failed, the following train was allowed to leave
Bridge St and this collided with Car 15. Eighteen passengers were
injured.
Under the circumstances it was thought prudent that the Subway
should be ‘closed for few days to enable further arrangements to be
made in connection with the working.’ In fact it wasn’t until Thursday
21st January 1897 that the Subway once again opened to the public. By
this time all thirty cars had been delivered, which had a material effect

Above: Copland Road Station
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on any possible overcrowding. The flat fare had also gone, replaced by a
system of graduated fares: 1d for a journey of up to four stations and 2d
for any greater journey. Subsequently a ½d fare for journeys between
Govan Cross and Partick Cross was also introduced, reflecting the
heavy traffic on this section from people using the Subway just to cross
the River Clyde.
This second opening was much less eventful, and therefore more
successful, than the first and the Subway began to provide a regular
service. Although traffic began to grow in a similar fashion to that
experienced on other underground railways, the Subway was never
particularly profitable, severe competition from parallel tram routes
keeping fares lower than they might otherwise have been.
Nevertheless to cope with the growing traffic the company very soon
ordered a fleet of 24 four-wheeled trailer cars to increase the length of
the trains. They were 25 feet long and were built by Hurst Nelson Ltd of
Motherwell. In 1901 four more gripper cars were also built in
anticipation of extra traffic for the International Exhibition at
Kelvingrove Park. A couple of years later two of the trailer cars were
experimentally rebuilt as bogie coaches on longer frames, making them
about the same length of as the gripper cars. This rebuilding was
regarded as a success and surprisingly economic, so a further twelve
trailer cars were rebuilt in this fashion over the following four years.
The ten remaining unrebuilt trailers were gradually scrapped, with all
having gone by 1914. Finally 1913 saw the addition of a further two
gripper cars to the fleet, which now numbered fifty vehicles and would
remain unchanged for fifty years. They were all numbered in the range
1 to 60. Each vehicle was numbered in the order delivered. Thus the
gripper cars were numbers 1 to 30 and 55 to 60, while the trailers were
numbered 31 to 54. There were ten gaps in the trailer numbering
sequence which were the numbers carried by the scrapped 4-wheel
trailer cars.
Traffic on the Subway reached a peak during the First World War, with
some 20,970,950 passengers being carried in 1918. By 1920 traffic had
dropped substantially with only 11 million passengers being carried.
With rising staff costs, as well as high coal and steel prices, the Subway
found itself in a very precarious financial position. One significant
outlay was the cost of replacing the main haulage cables at regular
intervals. In the early days each cable had only had a useful life of
about seven months. By the end of the war this had been doubled to
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about fourteen months, but replacement cables still cost the company a
lot of money, particularly with the high price of steel.
In March 1921 the shareholders gave the directors the authority to close
the Subway, at least temporarily, at any time they saw fit. The
following year, the directors finally made that decision, announcing that
it would be closed from 11th February. After protests they agreed to
keep the Subway operating for a further week, while the Glasgow
Corporation considered whether it should take any steps to keep the
Subway operating. After discussion it was agreed that the Corporation
would pay the company a subsidy of £200 a week to keep it open for up
to two months. During this period the Corporation would consider
whether or not to purchase the company outright.
Eventually an agreement was reached for the Corporation to purchase
the Subway company for £385,000. Although this effectively occurred in
1922, an Act of Parliament was required for the purchase to be formally
completed and so the takeover did not formally happen until 1st August
1923. The Subway became the Subway section of the Tramways
department of the Corporation, and one effect of the Act which allowed
transfer to the Corporation was that the railway now officially became a
tramway, and thus subject to tramway legislation rather than railway
legislation.
Despite the takeover, costs continued to exceed income, resulting in an
ever increasing deficit. The cost of haulage cables continued to be a
problem, and in 1925 the Town Clerk wrote to the Board of Trade
complaining of a cartel after five firms asked to submit bids for a pair of
cables all quoted a price of £6,544 13s 9d for the pair.
Various other economies were considered. For example replacement of
the steam engines in the power station with electric motors was
considered; the Corporation already had its own electric power station
for the tramway network and this could have supplied the power for the
motors.
In the end though it was concluded that electrification was the only
solution which could reasonably achieve a significant reduction in costs.
Thus was created the conditions for the Subway’s first major upgrade.

To be continued.
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Holidaying OnThe Canals
If the many articles that have appeared in Ashpan detailing some of the
history of Britain’s canal network, have tempted you to sample their
delights by taking a holiday on them, then here are a few rules and
some guidance for successful holiday cruising:

1. CAPTAIN. Every vessel needs one. In the Navy he has
scrambled egg on his cap and is called ‘Sir’. On a holiday boat he
probably has it down his front and is called ‘Disgusting’.

2. CREW. Everyone else is called the Crew and is expected to do all
the work, regardless of sex. (which is much more fun)

3. PROVISIONING. This is a marine word for shopping. It is the
responsibility of a Shore Party, which is not a Riverside Rave-Up,
but a Crew member daft enough to walk miles carrying very heavy
shopping bags.

4. ALCOHOL & TOBACCO. Any vessel bound for foreign parts can
buy these duty free. Try it on the village shop.
(Wales doesn’t count)

5. NAVIGATION. There are a few simple rules:
a. Cast off before you start. Failure to do this means you will drag

the same scenery with you, which can become boring.
b. Meeting other craft. Remember that all other craft are manned

by idiots. If they are bigger, slow down, keep right and exchange
courtesies in passing. If smaller, press on up the middle and test
their skill.

c. Sailing boats. These move in mysterious ways, usually right in
front of you. Always be kind to them; it’s not their fault they
can’t afford a motor cruiser.

d. Bridges. If the Captain shouts ‘Duck!’ he may be an enthusiastic
bird-watcher or he may be warning you that your head is about
to strike a low bridge. Damage to bridges, however caused, is
against the Bye-Laws.

e. Locks. These were invented by Leonardo da Vinci or Mao Tse
Tung, depending on your convictions. Their purpose is obscure
but they offer good exercise for the Crew and spectator sport for
land-lubbers. Going downhill, the quickest method is called ‘The
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Niagra’ and involves opening all the lock gates at once. This is
for experts. Beginners are advised to use the lock handles
provided and subsequently enter the Mr Universe contest.

f. Mooring. The best places are marked ‘Private Mooring’. This is
the unacceptable face of capitalism. The next best place is in a
full lock, which offers a handy quayside. If you intend to sleep
late in the morning it is a courtesy to leave out a note stating
your estimated time of departure so that other craft will know
how long they must wait.

g. See also No.6 – ‘Navigational Error’.
6. NAVIGATIONAL ERROR. This can happen to anyone. A

Navigational Error has occurred if the banks recede from sight and
all the other narrow boats are suddenly much bigger with CUNARD
written on the side or PANAMA on the back. If the lock-keepers
start shouting ‘Zut alors!’ or calling you ‘Mon brave’ the error is very
serious indeed. Go quickly back the way you came and don’t tell
anybody.

7. DRUNK IN CHARGE. Excessive drinking by the Captain while
underway is to be discouraged. He may see two bridges where only
one exists. Luckily he will also see two boats and he has only to
steer on through each. If he sees two identical boats approaching he
should steer between them.
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8. CHEMICAL TOILET DISPOSAL. This should be regarded as a fun
job and delegated to the Ship’s Idiot. The following procedure is
recommended:
Before he starts:

i. Give him a stiff drink in a glass.
ii. Fit him out with rubber gloves and goggles.

When it’s done:
i. Give him a stiff drink in a paper cup.
ii. Strip him naked and scrub him with carbolic acid.
iii. Burn all his clothing and the paper cup.
iv. Allow him back on board as an Untouchable.

9. ANGLERS. These are society’s lonely outcasts. Brighten their day
by roaring past flat out, dragging a breaking wash. Score 10 points
if you fill their Wellington boots. Score 20 points if you understand
everything they shout at you. (That’s why it’s called Coarse Fishing)

10. SINKING. This shouldn’t happen often during your cruise, but if it
does:

i. The Captain should go down with the ship, even if he gets
wet up to his Plimsoll Line.

ii. The Crew should take their drinks on to the cabin roof
and stay cheerful and dry until rescued (Singing ‘For
Those in Peril on the Sea’ is recommended by the R.N.L.I.)

11. BREAKDOWN. If you are on a hire cruiser and suffer a mechanical
breakdown, telephone immediately for the speedy service promised
in the brochure. While you are waiting for the mechanic you will
have time to:

i. Learn a foreign language.
ii. Perfect your Zen Bhuddism
iii. Study the Conditions of Hire and understand why

lawyers are paid so much money.
12. COMPLAINTS. Don’t hesitate to complain to the Owners if your

boat proved defective in any way. Most friendly boatyards have a
Complaints Office well away from other buildings. Always remove
your dentures and spectacles before entering – and why not have
another boating holiday while you’re convalescing? Book now!
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Winter Programme
January 2016

Friday 1st: No Meeting
Friday 8th: Ultra High Definition Television - Simon Tilbury
Friday 15th: Ruislip Lido / Local History - David Sexton
Friday 15th London Model Engineering Exhibition
to Sunday 17th: Alexandra Palace
Friday 22nd: Club & General Interest Night
Friday 29th: Manx Railway Adventures

Phil Wimbush & Simon Hamlin

February 2016

Friday 5th: Great Marlow Model Railway Layout Update
Graeme Vickery

Saturday 6th: Site Working Party
Friday 12th: Model Railway Group Demonstrations

The Model Railway Group
Friday 19th: Transport Rallies in the West of England

Mike Werrell
Friday 26th: German Railways - Michael Proudfoot

March 2016

Friday 4th: Club & General Interest Night
Saturday 5th: Site Working Party
Friday 11th: Restoring the deHavilland Sea Venom

Alistair Hodgson
Friday 18th: Quiz Night - Sir Cyril's Minions
Friday 25th: Good Friday

April 2016

Saturday 2nd: IDSME Public Running Day

For latest winter programme updates see the IDSME website:
http://www.idsme.co.uk/IDSME/IDSMEWinterProgramme.shtml




